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Abstract

Neil Gaiman is one of the most well-known and critically acclaimed authors of children’s

literature today and Coraline (2002) is one of his classic tales. This paper seeks to

demonstrate how Neil Gaiman constructs the other mother as a monster through four

elements: Freud’s notion of the uncanny, the use of food, the father figure, and Dave

McKean’s illustrations of bodily deterioration. Using Jeffrey Jerome Cohen’s theorization of

monsters and monstrous bodies, I argue that Coraline renders the other mother monstrous in

order to critique the institution of idealized motherhood, but more importantly, to

demonstrate how the other mother’s choice to occupy a singular, static identity (that of a

mother) is problematic and destructive. Instead, Coraline suggests that for children to survive

in the world, they must be adaptable and willing to have multifaceted identities and roles.
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For readers who are unfamiliar with Neil Gaiman’s 2002 children’s book Coraline, I

will begin by summarizing it briefly. The story follows Coraline Jones and her modern-day

parents, who move into a new house. In her boredom and exploration of their new home,

Coraline discovers a door leading into the “other world,” which is a parallel of her reality.

Everything is nearly the same; she has an “other mother” and “other father,” who promise

they will love her forever if she stays with them—all she has to do is give up her eyes. At

first glance, everything seems perfect in the other world; however, as time goes on, the other

mother’s love becomes possessive and dangerous. She wants not only to keep Coraline for

herself but also to eat her, and goes as far as kidnapping Coraline’s real parents in an attempt

to make her stay.

The novel effectively employs the tradition of demonizing women—specifically, a

maternal figure. This paper will examine how Gaiman constructs the figure of the monster,

1 This paper is an expansion of a presentation I gave on a panel about mothers at Devils & Daemons:
An Interdisciplinary Conference in Halifax in August 2019.
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embodied by the other mother, through specific elements including Freud’s concept of the

uncanny, food, the father, and bodily deterioration as it figures in Dave McKean’s

illustrations. Using these analyses, I propose that the monstrous other mother demonstrates to

Coraline and young readers that to be defined by a singular identity is destructive because it

limits children’s adaptability and ability to survive in the world.

As a prolific children’s writer, Neil Gaiman has garnered much interest. Scholars have

investigated the feminist concerns in his oeuvre in book-length studies; for instance, Danielle

Russell writes about third-wave mothering in Coraline (2002). There are examinations of

how this children’s novel intersects with the genres of the gothic, horror, and more recently,

magical realism.2 To understand the text’s relationship to food, Kara Keeling and Scott

Pollard have charted a contextual history of the food that appears in the novel, particularly its

significance in British culture. Maryna Matlock’s chapter on Coraline (2002) has been

included in a book project that considers the persistence of the Victorian era in twenty-first

century children’s and adolescent literature and culture. Employing a heavily psychoanalytic

perspective, David Rudd interrogates questions of existence and identity through Freud’s

conceptualization of the uncanny and Lacan’s ideas of the symbolic and the real. This paper,

however, only uses Freud’s uncanny to explore how the text constructs the other mother’s

monstrosity, and how that monstrosity is rooted in the singular identity of mothering.

One of the crucial figures to emerge in feminism was Adrienne Rich, who argued that

motherhood is a patriarchal institution defined by men, and used to control and oppress

women. Since then, third-wave feminist scholars and those following have identified an

on-going conflict between the ideas of empowered mothering and intensive mothering

(Hallstein 107). Intensive mothering includes the beliefs that children require constant care

from their biological mothers who are “singlehandedly responsible for meeting [their]

needs,” and that mothers must devote “enormous amounts of time and energy to their

children” (107). In short, children’s needs should always come before a mother’s (107). In

Coraline (2002), Gaiman effectively disrupts these cultural assumptions and hegemonic

discourses by highlighting their artificial and destructive nature through the monstrosity of

the other mother.

The narrative constructs the other mother’s monstrosity on several levels, but the first

is through defamiliarization, or what Sigmund Freud calls the uncanny. In his essay, Freud

2 See Buckley and Hosseinpour.
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explores the various meanings and connotations of the heimlich and unheimlich, but he

defines the uncanny as “that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long

known to us, once very familiar” (“The Uncanny” 1–2). He writes that the German word

unheimlich is “the opposite of heimlich, heimisch, meaning ‘familiar,’ ‘native,’ ‘belonging to

the home’; and we are tempted to conclude that what is ‘uncanny’ is frightening precisely

because it is not known and familiar. [. . . But s]omething has to be added to what is [. . .]

unfamiliar to make it uncanny” (2). Consequently, he articulates that the heimlich “develops

towards an ambivalence, until it finally coincides with its opposite, unheimlich,” effectively

situating the two on a spectrum, whereby they cannot be entirely separated from each other

(4). As David Rudd suggests, Freud’s uncanny is not necessarily concerned with physically

monstrous creatures but with “things far closer to home, which [. . .] are [more] disturbing”

(161). For something to be termed uncanny, however, that which is ordinary or familiar must

first be established. In this case, the familiar is Coraline’s real mother while the unfamiliar is

the other mother. When Coraline first meets her, she is described as looking “a little like

Coraline’s mother” except “her skin was white as paper,” “she was taller and thinner,” “her

fingers were too long,” and “[h]er eyes were big black buttons” (Gaiman 27–8). Whereas

Coraline’s own mother works from home and does not pay as much attention to her as

Coraline would like, the other mother and father are content to “just wait [. . .] for [Coraline]

to come back” (7, 33). For them, Coraline is the literal center of their world. As a result, the

other mother’s desire to give Coraline button eyes so that they can be “one big happy family”

is an attempt to defamiliarize and redefine Coraline’s real family as something unhappy,

strange, and lacking (46). This situates the other family as an ideal worth emulating—an

ideal, as it were, that only Coraline can complete.

The uncanniness of the other mother is further heightened by her perfection. What she

offers Coraline is the aforementioned ideal mother figure, which Green characterizes as

heterosexual, participating in a gendered division of spheres, and exhibiting self-sacrificial

behavior. The other mother embodies this fantasy of perfection, but the narrative deconstructs

it in order to demonstrate how problematic it is. In Monster Theory, Jeffrey Jerome Cohen

argues that women have been called monstrous when they overstep their designated gender

roles, becoming Eves, Liliths, Gorgons, Scyllas, and Weird Sisters in the process (9). The

other mother, however, is a woman who tries to contain herself in a highly conservative

feminine role, and her unwillingness to step outside of binary gender divisions is what

generates part of her monstrosity. Thus, the ideal is not an ideal; in being so perfect, the other

mother becomes something monstrous. She is, in the words of Danielle Russell, a “smother
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mother” who would keep Coraline in a state of perpetual childhood (162).

The other mother claims that she and the other father are “ready to love [Coraline]

and play with [her] and feed [her] and make [her] life interesting” and that they would “never

become bored with [her] and [would] never abandon [her]” (Gaiman 60, 62). She appeals to

Coraline’s loneliness and her desire for attention with her constant emotional availability. But

the fundamental problem with this mothering style is that Coraline would never learn to be

self-sufficient; instead, she would be perpetually infantilized and unable to attain a sense of

selfhood.

As previously discussed, Green identifies the quality of self-sacrificiality as essential

to the idealized vision of motherhood. The other mother, however, demands sacrifice from
the child instead of sacrificing for the child. She demands that Coraline exchange her real

eyes for button eyes, which not only illustrates how Gaiman distorts the notion of the

self-sacrificing mother, but also how he reconstructs her as monstrous in her attempt to strike

a bargain. Russell argues that the other mother sees Coraline as a possession and would

“sacrifice the individual child in support of the institution of motherhood” (173). Further, the

other mother’s insistence that Coraline have button eyes is an attempt at producing visual

uniformity. She wants Coraline to be visibly identified as one of them, an “other child.” In

essence, the button eyes are another method through which she attempts an erasure of

Coraline’s independence and identity. When Coraline wants to return home and demands the

other mother free her and her parents, the other mother responds: “Sharper than a serpent’s

tooth…is a daughter’s ingratitude. Still, the proudest spirit can be broken, with love”

(Gaiman 77). This instance is significant because it illustrates that in this seemingly perfect

other world, Coraline cannot voice her desires or needs, but must be ruled by the desires of

the other mother. She asks for her real parents’ freedom and is met with a response about

filial ingratitude and, more importantly, breaking her spirit, neither of which display maternal

self-sacrificiality. In this case, breaking Coraline’s spirit means breaking her sense of

individuality, and replacing it with the other mother’s stereotypically feminine ideas of what

perfect daughterhood should be: obedient, passive, and unresisting.3 Interestingly, the other

3 Anne Phoenix and Anne Woollett discuss the teaching of motherhood in girls’ childhoods
specifically in relation to the Victorians (6). They argue that this ideological conditioning continued
for at least the first half of the twentieth century (if not longer), as evidenced by the influx of
motherhood manuals and how-to-guides (6). In a contemporary sense, these ideas have persisted in
the gendered tasks assigned to boys and girls (i.e., girls are oftentimes responsible for taking care of
their siblings, and learning household chores such as cooking and cleaning).
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mother’s statement also refers to Coraline in the third person through her role in the family

structure. Fundamentally, she un-names Coraline. Likewise, the ghosts of the previous three

children warn her that after their hearts and lungs stopped, “The names are the first things to

go,” signifying that their names once identified them, and inscribed them with subjectivity

and selfhood (83).4 As a result, Coraline stands to lose her name and become another

nameless victim of the monster, uncanny and unknown even to herself.

The second element Gaiman deploys to render the other mother monstrous is food.

Food has always played a significant role in children’s literature,5 and it is intricately

connected to both the mother and monster figures. Food preparation is one of the most

important duties of mothers occupying the domestic sphere, and the food that monsters eat

can be abnormal or transgressive. At home, Coraline’s real mother only finds “a sad little

tomato and a piece of cheese with green stuff growing on it,” suggesting that food

preparation is not high on her priority list (Gaiman 25). In contrast, Coraline’s first meeting

with the other mother includes a “huge, golden-brown roasted chicken, fried potatoes, tiny

green peas [. . .] It tasted wonderful. [. . .] It was the best chicken that Coraline had ever

eaten” (28–9). Notably, the description includes the vibrant colors of the other mother’s

homemade meal, whereas the only color referred to in the real mother’s food is green, and

that denotes only the mold on the cheese. Later, the other mother presents Coraline with a

breakfast consisting of a cheese omelet folded into a “perfect omelette shape [. . .] freshly

squeezed orange juice and a mug of frothy hot chocolate” (92). The other mother displays her

superior culinary skills to lure in Coraline; she can provide that which her real mother and

father cannot—especially with her father’s disgusting gourmet “recipes” and her mother’s

packaged or frozen chicken that was “very dry, and [. . .] never tasted of anything” (9, 29).

In an article tracing the food history of Coraline in British culture, Kara Keeling and

Scott Pollard explain that after the Second World War, when the convenience food industry

was on the rise, women experienced two opposing discourses (10). One stressed domesticity,

arguing that women should prepare food at home, while the other—convenience

food—presented women with an “economically productiv[e]” choice where they could both

5 Recall Alice eating nonstop in Wonderland; fairytales like “Little Red Riding Hood” and
“Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” In more recent popular and literary culture, think of the Witch
tempting Edmund with Turkish delight in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (1950); Charlie in
Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory; the great feast featured in Guillermo del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth
(2006).

4 Consider how the neighbors in the real world misname Coraline, calling her Caroline until she
corrects them.
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feed their children and maintain some form of employment outside the domestic space

(Keeling 10). It is no surprise that the women in the second category were demonized as

neglectful mothers. Although Coraline’s real mother certainly falls into the latter category at

times, and her culinary skills may not be exceptional, she does not neglect her daughter. She

makes sure that Coraline is fed, has clothes for school, that she “dressed up warm before she

went out,” and refuses to let her play outside in poor weather (Gaiman 6–7). Therefore, she

ensures her child’s basic needs are met and is a good enough mother. This is key because she

does not need to be, to quote Suzan Lewis, a “supermother,” but needs to parent Coraline so

that she has “contained freedom,” which comprises enough agency to explore and develop

her own interests but still follow the rules set out before her (McGuire 197; Russell 164).

For the children in the narrative, food obviously served as a temptation, one which the

other mother skillfully exploited. Yet Coraline resists. She brings apples into the other world

so that she will not be entirely dependent on the other mother for sustenance. Apples

certainly have biblical significations as symbols of temptation, but for Coraline, it is not the

apples that are the temptation but the food that the other mother prepares, the food that her

own parents cannot or will not make (as in the case of her father’s recipes). For example,

when offered hot chocolate as a snack, Coraline refuses, “‘I don’t need [it . . .] I have an

apple,’” which illustrates how the apples function as a mode of resistance to the offered

temptation, and how the narrative inverses the symbols (61). Traditionally, well-prepared

food has signaled a mother’s capability to nurture her children, but here the other mother’s

culinary skills are insidious because she is fattening Coraline up.

The other mother may be a provider of food, but her eating habits are also worth

closer examination. It is the cat who warns Coraline of her unnatural tastes, “‘She wants

something to love [. . . but] she might want something to eat as well,” which is emphasized

when the other mother “look[s] at [Coraline] hungrily” (Gaiman 65, 61). When Coraline does

see her eating, it is with slightly too-long teeth that the other mother consumes blackbeetles,

which she first dismembers (61, 78). According to mainstream Western—or more

specifically British—customs of food consumption, bugs tend to elicit disgust, and thus the

other mother displays transgressive practices.6 Cohen argues that “the monster’s body is a

6 Cohen also posits monsters as transgressive figures (16). Their transgressions can provide access to
“secondary bodies,” which allow for the exploration of other possible genders, sexual practices, and
social customs (18). Thus, monsters can have a liberating function; however, that is not the case with
the other mother—her food transgression is insidious, signaling that eating what Coraline eats will not
satisfy her (18).
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cultural body,” meaning that monsters are context-specific cultural constructions, embodying

the fears, desires and anxieties of a place and time (15). Therefore, the fact that the other

mother might be looking to make a meal out of Coraline taps into a persisting cultural

anxiety about mothers who cannot demonstrate the idealized self-sacrificiality, but who

would consume their children to fulfill their own desires. If Coraline has any doubts, these

monstrous overtones are confirmed by the ghosts of the previous three children who reveal

that the other mother “kept [them], [and] fed on [them . . . so they] could not leave [. . .]

when [they] died” (Gaiman 85).

The other mother is a monster because of her “monstrous difference,” which is her

consumption of children in her possessive attempt to be a perfect mother to them (Cohen 17).

In effect, the narrative problematizes the discourses promoting idealized motherhood, arguing

that this mothering style is too involved, too controlling, and even damaging. And Coraline

recognizes this fact: “the other mother loved her. But she loved Coraline as a miser loves

money, or a dragon loves its gold” (Gaiman 106). In this relationship, Coraline is the money,

the gold; in other words, a possession through which the other mother defines herself.

Arguably, the inherent critique is that the other mother cannot define herself without the label

of mother or the institution of motherhood; who is she if not a mother? Once she has had her

fill of the children, she simply replaces them, engaging in Freudian repetitions,7 which

illustrate that she can only sustain a singular identity. The text emphasizes the other mother’s

static sense of self when she reveals that she put her own mother in a grave, and when she

found her mother trying to crawl out, she made sure she stayed there (93). As a result,

Gaiman insinuates that for the other mother to occupy the sole role of mother, she needed to

eliminate the multiplicity of her own identity. Thus, she killed her own mother to destroy her

identity as a daughter in order to wholly occupy and practice the ideology of perfect

motherhood with nothing to distract her from her one and only obsession: child rearing. In

contrast, Coraline’s real mother sustains multiple identities; she is not only a mother, but a

wife, and a working woman with a life outside of her child. Similarly, Coraline is a daughter,

a granddaughter, a friend to the neighbors, a friend to the cat, a girl with an overactive

imagination to the police officer: she occupies multiple roles. The other mother, however, is

7 In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud writes about repetition compulsions, arguing that people
“repeat as a current experience what is repressed, instead of [. . .] recollecting it as a fragment of the
past” (18). He explains that when children engage in repetitions in their play, these repetitive
instances allow them, amongst other things, to “make themselves masters of the situation” (15).
Therefore, the other mother’s successful consumption of three children consecutively has acted as a
reinforcement of her abilities, of her identity, and in this fourth iteration with Coraline, she is seeking
another validation of her role and identity as mother.
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emblematic of the “motherhood mystique,” which is the belief that becoming a mother is the

ultimate fulfillment of a woman’s life (Ross 3). Therefore, the other mother, as the figure of

the monster, serves as a cautionary example of what happens when one is too much of a

mother, when that is the sole identity a woman can occupy. Additionally, the other mother’s

lack of a multifaceted identity signals to Coraline that she needs to be adaptive to survive in

the world; she cannot cling to a single defining trait or allow it to govern her sense of self.

For example, when Coraline calls the police to report that her parents have been kidnapped,

the police officer simply believes she has had a nightmare and tells her to hug her mother and

ask for hot chocolate (54–5). From this exchange, Coraline learns that she cannot use the

authority of the police to recover her parents; instead, she must adapt to the situation and

formulate a new plan to retrieve her parents, a plan that makes use of her skills.

The third element that contributes to the other mother’s monstrous characterization is

her relationship to the other father. Both the real father and the other father are protective of

Coraline. Before embarking on the journey to save her kidnapped parents and the trapped

children, Coraline recalls an incident from when she was younger: she and her real father had

gone exploring and stepped on a wasp’s nest and he “stayed and got stung, to give [her] time

to run away” (Gaiman 57). He displays the self-sacrificial quality that Green identifies in her

articulation of idealized motherhood, and it is from this incident that Coraline realizes, “when

you’re scared but you still do [something] anyway, that’s brave” (59). In effect, Gaiman

rewrites the role of the father and combines the stereotypical behaviors and qualities

associated with fatherhood and motherhood. Feminist writing in the 1960s and 1970s drew

attention to and was concerned with fathers’ absence in their relationships with their children

(Phoenix and Wollett 4). Accordingly, the late twentieth century observed the emergence of

the New Man;8 the New Man was a father who shared the responsibilities of childcare

equally with the mother, and this equal parenting seems to be the style with which Coraline

has been raised (4).

Similar to her real father, the other father helps Coraline on several occasions—either

unwittingly or purposely—but he helps her nonetheless. The first instance is when he reveals

that the other mother made a very limited other world: “‘This is all she made: the house, the

grounds, and the people in the house. She made it and she waited.’ Then he looked

embarrassed and he put one finger to his lips [. . .] as if he had just said too much” (Gaiman

8 Arguably, the emergence of the New Woman in the late-nineteenth century is the New Man’s
predecessor.
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71). The spatial limitations of the other world—it only consists of a house, its inhabitants,

and some land—reiterates the singularity and fixity of the other mother’s identity. Since her

only desire is to be a mother, she only creates a domestic world. Furthermore, one major

aspect of motherhood is the mother’s ability to reproduce. The other mother, however, cannot

create children; she can only steal other people’s children. As a result, her version of

motherhood is fundamentally built on her inability to create; she can only consume and

manipulate what already exists. In the dialogue leading up to this exchange between Coraline

and the other father, he also reveals several other pieces of information and is not a very

active agent. He simply does what the other mother tells him, and his passivity can be read as

a critique of the fact that there are different expectations of fathers and mothers. The other

mother is the one at the forefront, trying to establish a relationship with Coraline, trying to

manipulate her so that she will stay forever.

The other father, however, does not participate willingly in the other mother’s

endeavor nor is he as invested as her, which Coraline discovers when she finds him discarded

and banished to the cellar as a punishment for telling her too much information (Gaiman

111). He is a pawn, a puppet, which is made clear when he warns Coraline, “Run, child.

Leave this place. She wants me to hurt you, to keep you here forever, so that you can never

finish the game and she will win. She is pushing me so hard to hurt you. I cannot fight her”

(112). He resembles Coraline’s real father in his attempt to protect her in whatever way he

can, and the other mother’s monstrosity is worse in comparison to his benevolent behavior.

The positive depiction of the other father further undermines the notion of maternal instinct

as inherently feminine. Instead, the narrative presents young readers with healthy paternal

instinct and a severe distortion of maternal instinct.

Dave McKean, the illustrator of Coraline, effectively employs Freud’s notion of the

uncanny in the pictorial representations of the other mother’s bodily deterioration. Arguably,

the first image of the other mother (see fig. 1) only depicts her as slightly off-putting because

she is associated with domesticity. There is a vague hazy outline of what seems to be a

kitchen in the background, accompanied by the meal of roast chicken in the middle ground,

and in the foreground stands the other mother herself, positioned off-center.  Her strangeness

or uncanniness, realized by the one button eye that is visible, is counterbalanced by her smile,

the faint creases in her forehead, her straight neat hair, and her overall tidy appearance. For

the most part, she is unthreatening. The second image, however, illustrates a misshapen and

grotesque other mother (see fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. McKean’s “Other mother.”;9 Fig. 2. McKean’s “Other mother close-up.”

This close-up angle, almost in the style of a portrait, draws attention to the button eyes, which are

much less noticeable in the previous illustration. In this image, her face is lopsided, and the slight

creases in her forehead are much more pronounced than before. Furthermore, the blackbeetle

hanging out of her mouth adds to the repugnance because she is in the middle of engaging in a

practice that Western readers typically view as transgressive. In addition, the other mother’s

sharp, claw-like hand makes its first visual appearance here, and the threat it poses does not go

unnoticed.

From the lumpy dough-shaped face in figure 2, the other mother undergoes further

deterioration by the time she and Coraline are playing their game (see fig. 3).  In this scene, the

other mother extracts the key from her mouth to give to Coraline, and her tongue has a

noticeably pointed end, almost snake-like. Her teeth are sharp, and her facial features (nose,

chin, cheekbones) look uncomfortably angular. Moreover, this image gives the appearance that

she looms over the house she has created, a threatening figure who monitors the domestic. As

the narrative progresses, the other mother grows increasingly predatory in McKean’s

illustrations. The most disturbing illustration comes when Coraline throws the cat at the other

mother (see fig. 4), and her mouth is open in shock, sharp teeth on display, emaciated and “too

long” hands in plain view (Gaiman 28).

9 All of McKean’s illustrations for Coraline (2002) can be found online.
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Fig. 3. McKean’s “Other mother and key.”; Fig. 4. McKean’s “Other mother and cat.”

The most significant part of this illustration might be her hair; it is spread around her

messily, and visually associates her with the name the children have given her: “the beldam” (98).

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a beldam is a “loathsome old woman, a hag; a

witch,” and this illustration of the other mother encapsulates the stereotypically haggish woman

(“beldam | beldame, n.”). The wrinkles on her forehead and the harsh gauntness of her face

convey old age and hunger, respectively. She is an experienced monster, ready to feed again. In

effect, the other mother’s visual bodily deterioration heightens the effect of the uncanny, which is

employed in relation to body parts. The other mother has all the necessary and recognizable

features of humans, except they become unfamiliar and frightening through their slight alterations

and increasing distortions—or what Freud terms ambivalence. For example, flat teeth become

sharp, regular fingers change into sharp claws, and her body becomes grotesque and far too large.

These transmutations effectively defamiliarize that which is familiar—and in this case, the

familiar is Coraline’s real mother.

It is worth mentioning that Henry Selick’s stop-motion animated film Coraline
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(2009)10 also visually depicts the other mother’s bodily deterioration in three stages. Initially,

she is warm and inviting with an unremarkable body and a soft, round face with peachy skin

(see fig. 5). Then she morphs, becoming thinner with an hour-glass shape and grayish skin

tone; finally, she changes into a contorted, spindly, skeletal, hunched-over green creature

with a half-spidery body, black cracks lining her entire face. She is all jagged edges,

showcasing her monstrous nature. To underscore her uncanniness, the film employs warm

colors (yellows, oranges, reds, browns) in the first stage, followed by cooler tones in the

second, and finishing with cold, unhomely greens and blacks in the final stage.

Fig. 5. Screenshots from Selick’s Coraline (2009); Fig. 6. McKean’s “Coraline – Hand.”

The other mother’s bodily imitation of Coraline’s real mother falls apart when she

cannot be bothered to keep up the appearance of the perfect mother. She is “huge,” and her

pale head, “the color of a spider’s belly,” nearly touches the ceiling (Gaiman 128). In fact,

her decision to stop this act of physical imitation further reveals that ideal mothering and all

10 A new book-length study called Coraline: A Closer Look at Studio LAIKA’s Stop-Motion Witchcraft
(2021) situates Selick’s film in animation history and critically examines its role in both the aesthetic
and technological development of the stop-motion medium. See Matheson Curtis’s work on Selick’s
film. Further, Selick’s film is not the only adaptive work of Coraline; P. Craig Russell also illustrated
the graphic novel, published in 2009.
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of its related discourses are a performance, one whose costume she both understands (since

she successfully manipulated and consumed the previous three children) and fails to

understand (since she loses the game this time and cannot consume Coraline). The novel

suggests motherhood is an act whereby one can learn to say the right things and perform the

right actions, varying this performance for every audience (different children). I would argue

that the other mother fails with Coraline because she cannot adapt nor change her plans.

Coraline adjusts to the situation when she finds her parents missing in the real world; she

adapts to the other mother’s preference for games, using it to vie for everyone’s freedom (that

of the three children and her parents); she adjusts again when the other mother blocks the

doorway between the two worlds, resolving to trick her. In contrast, all the other mother

relies on is her mother identity, and it is not enough for her to capture Coraline. In fact, the

other mother cannot imagine a child tricking—much less besting—her because she views

them the way she views herself: unchanging. Since she caught the previous children, she

assumes that this child will be the same, and underestimates Coraline.

As for the element of bodily deterioration, the other mother’s dismembered hand

requires further consideration (see fig. 6). Gnarled, crooked, and “the color of bone” with

unnaturally long red nails on which it runs, the other mother’s hand is the epitome of her

monstrous tenacity (Gaiman 147). Although Coraline ultimately locks up the other mother in

the other world, her hand cannot be killed, but can only be trapped in the boarded up well.

The fact that it remains in the human world as an extension of what the other mother

represents suggests that the monstrous ideal of perfect motherhood persists, even in

Coraline’s modern reality. The dismembered hand remains uncomfortably close to home, and

its physical proximity to the domestic space implies that it still lurks at the edges of cultural

discourses. While Gaiman’s children’s novel presents alternative and non-oppressive

parenting methods, the other mother’s failure to die or to be completely eliminated indicates

that for some, perfect motherhood remains not only a viable parenting style, but also a locus

for control and oppression.

In conclusion, the narrative constructs the other mother’s monstrosity through what

Cohen calls “monstrous difference,” which perhaps manifests most clearly in her unnatural

eating habits (17). But I would argue that it is her monstrous sameness, her attempt to

become the idealized mother figure of hegemonic cultural discourses, through which she

becomes abnormal, unfamiliar, demonic, a “beldam” as the trapped children call her (Gaiman

98). If monsters are meant to delineate forbidden practices while simultaneously establishing

that which is normal, then it is evident that Gaiman has reversed this concept (Cohen 18). In
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essence, the other mother’s systematic pruning of the other roles she could have occupied in

her life ultimately works against her. She cannot successfully appeal to Coraline as a mother

figure, but she also possesses no other identity on which to fall back. She can only be a

mother, and if she is not that, then she is nothing. Coraline effectively suggests that monsters

who remain in an unchanging state are doomed to fail, to be defeated by Coralines who can

adapt and transform themselves to survive.
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